“REPORT ON AATCC NED CHAPTER ACTIVITIES IN 2015”

American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists (NED Chapter) was established in 2013. The first ever AATCC chapter in Pakistan has successfully completed its two year period and has entered in the third year of its establishment.

After the successful Career Seminar in 2013 and 2014 and International Textile Conference in 2014; this year, AATCC NED Chapter has been successful in accomplishing the task of organizing two events out of the few events planned for this year 2015.

The first successful event was the participation of the chapter in the Interdepartmental Cricket Tournament held at cricket ground of NED University of Engineering and Technology, Karachi, Pakistan, on March 26th 2015. This event was successfully executed due to the cooperation and guidance of Dr. Dawood Husain (Faculty Advisor NED CHAPTER) and Team AATCC NED Chapter’15. The Chapter team played zealously wearing AATCC NED Chapter logo kit representing and promoting chapter at university level. The Chapter team played well; however could not able to reach the 2nd round.

(The complete set photographs of tournament can be viewed from the link mentioned at the end)

The second successful event under the banner of AATCC NED Chapter’15 was printing article exhibition that took place on March 30, 2015 at Department of Textile Engineering NEDUET, under the leadership, guidance and management of Dr. Fareha Asim (Faculty Advisor NED Chapter). This event was an interactive activity especially designed for final year students to present their talent via printed articles at the departmental level. The students enthusiastically participated and came up with amazing and innovative ideas for their articles and presented them in a well-organized manner in front of all the students and faculty members of the department. Out of fifteen groups, three outstanding groups were honored by a token of appreciation in terms of a shield, by Dr. Fareha Asim, as first, second and third prize.
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These were the two events held up till now under the banner of AATCC NED Chapter’15. The AATCC NED Chapter Team 15 is looking forward to conduct more outstanding, knowledgeable, curricular and co-curricular events in the near future under the honorable leadership of faculty advisors and collaboration and co-operation of Department of Textile Engineering, NEDUET, Karachi.

Pictures are available at:

- **Cricket Tournament:**
  [https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.638847729581421.1073741843.595653347234193&type=1](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.638847729581421.1073741843.595653347234193&type=1)

- **Printing Exhibition:**
  [https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.638879629578231.1073741844.595653347234193&type=1](https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.638879629578231.1073741844.595653347234193&type=1)